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Abstract. A mathematical modelling of vertical infrared sensing has been made,
i. c. nadir sounding by airborne radiometer and zenith sounding by ground based
radiometer. The second case is just a modification of the first. Expressions describing the relations between the different radiant fluxes and the characteristics
of the sensed object, surfaces and media inside and outside !FOY and the parameters of the optical channel of the radiometer are derived. Our model also includes
the radiant fluxes emitted by objects and media outside !FOY and subsequently
scattered by the aerosol inside !FOY towards the radiometer. These fluxes are not
taken into account in the papers we know. By numerical experiments and analyses
of the results it is shown that in certain cases the above mentioned fluxes could
be compared in value with the rest fluxes.

1. Introduction
A number of publications [ 1-7] during the last decade show that a very important
task of infrared remote sensing is the elaboration of mathematical models of the whole
radiometric system. The last consist of the sensed objects, the atmospheric challllel,
surfaces and media (inside or outside the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the
radiometer) and the radiometer itself.
These mathematical models could be used when solving a number of scientific and
methodological problems: calculation of the radiant fluxes in the system under different
conditions; investigation of the system characteristics in dependence of the operating
mode and the task solved; optimal design of the radiometric instrument when the measurement precision is defined in advance and certain conditions and characteristics of the
sensed object are presumed; estimation and comparison of the functional perfonnance
of different types radiometric systems.
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The previously published mathematical models of infrared radiometric systems [ 1-5)
take into account the aerosol scattering inside IFOV as a component of the extinction
only. The aerosol scattering inside the IFOV of the fluxes radiated by surfaces, objects
and media outside the IFOV is neglected. In certain cases, however, such an approach
could lead to incorrect results. True, in case of decreasing the meteorological range of
visibility and increasing the sensing distance one should expect that the fluxes radiated
by surface objects or media outside IFOV and subsequently scattered by aerosols inside
IFOV of the radiometer would have a negative influence on the total signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the radiometric system. The authors of [ 6) account for multiple scattering
when modelling the infrared remote sensing but their approach do not give an explicit
analytical description of the aerosol scattering.
The apparatus channel of the radiometric system is modelled in [4, 7) for direct or
lock-in detection.
Analytical expressions for the above mentioned radiant fluxes are derived in the
present paper. The so far neglected influence of the aerosol scattering is taken into
account. Certainly these fluxes have to be compared in value with the rest in order to
assess the importance of their consideration. It would be only possible if all fluxes in
the radiometric system are derived under the same conditions and presumptions.

2. Theory
We have considered two sounding configurations: (a) Homogeneous ground based target
sensing by an airborne radiometer situated at the altitude H. There is a cloud layer at
the altitude He ~ H (Fig. la). Without any loss of generality we suppose that the
target is the sea surface. (b) Homogeneous cloud base zenith sensing by a ground based
radiometer (Fig. lb). We can easily get the mathematical model of (b) using the one of
(a).
The consideration of the third possible sounding configuration - horizontal sensing
of objects over near-ground path, as well as the mathematical modelling of the common
(for the three configurations) apparatus channel of the radiometric system, are the object
of future articles.
The further consideration is clarified by the radiometer model and the propagation
geometry shown in Fig. 1: (w) - the sea surface, (g) - the ground surface, (c) - the
homogeneous cloud base, (i) - the atmosphere inside the cone limited by IFOV Dr and
(w) or (c), (o) - the rest of the atmosphere, i.e. outside (i), (r) - the radiometer. The
first one or two sub-indices of the radiant fluxes irradiating the (r) - antenna aperture,
Ar indicate the physical origin of these fluxes. The fluxes <I>wr, <I>cr and <I>;, are emitted
by (w), (c) and (i), respectively. They fall directly into Ar. The fluxes <I>cwr, iI?owr, <I>gcr
and <I>ocr as well as the newly assessed here fluxes <I>wir, <I>gir, <I> cir and <I>oir are emitted by
(w), (g), (c), (o). They get into Ar after one reflectance or scattering act, respectively.
The second sub-indices indicate the reflector or the scatterer. The last subindices "r" of
all fluxes indicate their destination. The radiant fluxes that have suffered two or more
reflectance or scattering acts are comparatively weak and are ignored.
The sounding configuration shown in Fig. lb is a special case of this in Fig. la.
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The first can be transformed into the second by letting II = H c and subsequently a
180°-rotation. Surfaces (w) and (c) in Fig. la are replaced by (c) and (g) in Fig. lb,
respectively. The fluxes <I>cr. <I>;r, <I>gcr. <I> 0 m <l>cir, <Dgir and <.1? 0 1r in Fig. lb are equivalent
to the fluxes cI>wr , <.l?;r, <.l?cwr, <Poir, <I>wir, <I> cir and <I>oir in Fig. la. That is why we shall set
limits to the modelling of Fig. 1a case only. Certainly when using the results in the case
of Fig. lb we must have in mind the differences between the optical parameters of (w)
and (c) and these of (c) and (g) as well as the "opposite" (with respect to (r)) optical
and meteorological parameter stratification in the two cases.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the modelled infrared sounding configurations and the corresponding radiant fluxes: (a) airborne radiometer; (b) ground based radiometer
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is the spectral transmittance of the layer [h 1 , h 2 ], L~(>. , T) is the black body spectral
radiance defined by the Planck law and c(>., T) is the emissivity [9], aa(>., h), a 8 (>. , h)
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Fig. 2. Geometrical scheme for analytical detc1mination of <I>owr (a) and of <I>cir (b)
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As can be seen in Fig. la and Fig. 2a the elemental radiant flux d<I?owr is emitted by
the atmosphere volume dV0 in the (o)-region and reflected by the sensed part Aw or
(w) towards the aperture Ar or (r). In tl1is case RTE have to be modified to represent
the reflection of the (o) - radiation by Aw. As a result a dependence of bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of (w) appears. The integration over the whole
(o )-region leads to the final result:
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Fig. 2b outlines the processes contributing to the fmmation of the radiant flux <I? cir·
Judging from it as well as from the scheme in Fig. la we can see that this radiant flux
corresponds to the thennal radiation emitted by (c) and scattered by the aerosol inside
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(i) towards the aperture Ar of (r). It is clear too that the analytical description of <I> cir is
connected with tenns of RTE related with cloud emission and aerosol scattering. This
radiant flux, as mentioned, is ignored by other investigators and its analytical expression
will be derived here in details.
The spectral radiance of the (c)-thermal emission is given by
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3. Numerical Experimen
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3. Numerical Experiment and Analysis of the Results
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We start with the discussion of sea surface sensing by an airborne radiometer. We
shall use expressions (1-4) and (12-14) to get a tentative numerical estimation of
the functions <I>(H) when SM = const, and the functions ifi(SM) if H = const
(SM is the meteorological visibility range). The tentative character of this example
enables us to use the following approximations which substantially simplify the. estimations: we shall presume Tr(>.) = 1 when >. E [>. 1 , >.2]; €().., T) = €(T), i.e.
the emitting surfaces arc Lambertian and "grey"; the vertical dimension of the (o)
- region is small;. this will enable us to suppose thermodynamic equilibrium, i. e.
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= Tc = Ti(h) = To(h) = T, and aa,s(>., h) = aa,s(A, o); we shall use average
spectral variables when >. E [>. 1 , >.2], i.e. aa,s = (aa,s( >., a) ), P(Os) = (P(>., Os)) ;

Tw

we assume that fw(>., Tw; 0, <p; 0) = fw(Tw) =

1

- cw(Tw) . We make the estimations
7r

using the following input data: >. 1 = 8 µm, >. 2 = 12 µm; T = 293 K, relative humidity of 80 % and standard atmospheric pressure; it means that [ l O] o:a(H 20-vapours)
1
= 0.186 km - , aa(C02) = 0.001 kiu- 1 ; we use the values of aa(aerosol), a 8 (aerosol)
and ?(aerosol) for water haze type M given in [11]. Having found their average values
with respect to >. E [8 µ.m, 12 µm] we estimate them for SM E [0.10 km, 10.0 km];
thus we get the input data for aa = aa(H20-vapours) + aa(C02) + aa(aerosol) and
as= as(aerosol); cw= 0.96 when Tw E [273K, 373K] cw~ 1 [IO]; HE [Okm,
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Fig. 3. Radiant fluxes behavior versus sounding distance H calculated
for SM= 0.2 km H e= 1 km

The functions if!(H) when SM= const = 0.2 km are shown in Fig. 3. Let us discuss
their character using Fig. la. The growth of H stands for lengthening the paths of all
radiations between (w) and (r) (if Or= const) and increasing the volume of the regions
(i), i. e. increasing the volume of the atmospheric substance in it. Judging from this fact
we can point out three factors determining the character of the ifi(H) functions when
H grows: (I) Growth of the extinction of all radiations over the part of their paths
between (w) and (r); (II) Growth of the atmospheric emissive ability in the (i)-region;
(III) Growth of the ability of the atmospheric aerosols in the (i)-region to scatter towards
(r) a part of the passing through (i) radiation (emitted outside (i)).
The radiant fluxes <I>wr, <Powr and <Pcwr are influenced only by (I). What is more the
paths of the corresponding radiations include the whole part between (w) and (r). The
evident result is the decreasing of these radiant fluxes with the increasing of II. The
radiant flux <Dir depends simultaneously on the opposite influence of (I) and (II). It is
important to mention that the influence of (I) on each element of <Dir emitted by a certain
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volume dVi (see Fig. 1) is determined only by the corresponding part (dVi) -> (r) of
the whole (w) -> (r). The factor (II) predominates over (I). The result is that <I>ir
grows with the growth of H. The <I>oir(H), <I?cir(II) and iI?wir(H) functions depend on
the combined and opposite in character influence of (I) and (III). The influence of (I)
on the <P 0 ;,(H) and if>cir(H) radiant fluxes is analogous to its influences on if>;,. It means
that the elements of <I?oir(H) and <I>cir(H) scattered towards (r) by a given volume dVi
are also determined by the corresponding parts (dVi)-> (r) of (w)-> (r). The impact
of (III) is stronger than this of (I) and these radiant fluxes grow if H grows. The mutual
action of (I) and (III) influences ill" a special way the <Dwir radiant flux with the growth
of H. The projections of all elementary portion trajectories on the vertical axis are equal
to the lenght Hof the path from (w)-> (r). So (I) acts completely. In spite of this the
li1fluence of (III) is stronger and <I>wir increases with the growth of H at relatively small
II-values. At bigger H-values, however, (I) predominates over (III) and the <I?wir(H)
function passing through a maximum becomes lessening.
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Fig. 4. Radiant fluxes behavior versus visibility range SM calculated for
H = 0. 75 km He = 1 km

The functional dependence <I?(SM) for H = 0.75 km= const are shown with graphics in Fig. 4. The increasing of SM means decreasing of aa, as and ae, respectively.
In connection with this we can point out three factors that determine the behavior
of <I> (SM) with the growth of SM: (I) Decreasing (with o:e) of the extinction of all
radiations over their paths through the atmosphere; (II) Decreasing (with aa) of the atmospheric emissive ability in the (i)- and (o)-regions; (III) Decreasing (with as) of the
atmospheric scattering ability in the (i)-region. The behaviors in Fig. 4 can be explined
in similkar way as above.
Finally we shall discuss briefly the cloud base sensing with ground based radiometer.
All assumptions in the numerical experiment are valid. The formulae corresponding to
radiant fluxes denoted in Fig. lb now can be reduced and we can easily obtain the
following analytical relations:
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These links have an obvious physical sense. They can be used for rough estimations
even in the case of inhomogeneous atmosphere in respect of altitude.

4. Conclusion

J. L. VIGNES,
CECMCNRS, J
94407 Villy/Seii

The analytical and numerical interpretations of the results show that the radiant fluxes
<llwir , !!?cir and cl>oir included in our model could near in value the rest parasitic radiant
fluxes !l?cwr, cl>owr , <Poer and <I>ir- The first three fluxes could be even compared with the
signal flux <Dwr- This effect is most evident at small meteorological visibility ranges SM
and big sensing distances H. The ignoring of the newly considered fluxes under such
conditions could lead to incorrect model estimations of the total SNR of the infrared
radiometric system.
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1. Introduction
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nitride films , especially in titan·
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